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The problem of this study was to determine how

Chinese students obtain news from home. The study was

conducted in Dallas, Fort Worth, and Denton, with 182

respondents from six universities.

The study determined that Chinese students obtained

Chinese news from Chinese newspapers circulating in the

United States. The longer Chinese students remained in

the United States, the fewer letters they received from

home and the fewer newspapers and clippings their family

and friends sent them.

The conclusion of the study was that Chinese students

read Chinese newspapers because they wish to maintain

ties with their hometown and culture. Students stated

that Hong Kong local news was their primary item in

reading Chinese newspapers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Chinese constitute one of the largest foreign

populations living in the United States. In 1979, 263,900

foreign students were studying in United States institu-

tions of higher education; of this total Chinese students

numbered 26,000, and 10,500 of these Chinese students

were from Hong Kong (1, p. 167). In 1981, 218 Hong Kong

students were studying at six universities in Dallas-

Fort Worth-Denton area (2).

Since foreign students come from a different cultural

background and most of them will return to that culture

after their studies in the United States are completed,

many tend to maintain ties with their hometowns. News-

papers are one of the main sources of hometown news.

Among those foreign newspapers circulating in the United

States, the number of Chinese newspapers has increased

rapidly in the past ten years because of the large number

of Chinese immigrants and students who come to the United

States to study. In 1969, four Chinese newspapers

circulated in the United States (4, p. 606); by 1981,

twelve Chinese newspapers circulated in the United States,

nine of which were Hong Kong dailies that distribute

United States editions (3, p. 9).
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Today, San Francisco and New.York, the two largest

Chinese population centers in the United States, are the

centers for publication and circulation of all Chinese

newspapers. Although most of the Chinese in the United

States live in San Francisco and New York, subscribers to

Chinese newspapers are found throughout the country.

Therefore, all eleven Chinese newspapers are available in

the Dallas-Fort Worth-Denton area. These eleven Chinese

newspapers are Sing Tao Jih Pao, Express, Tai Kung Pao,

Wah Kyu Jih Pao, The Young China, Ming Pao, Sun Pao,

Wan Wui Pao, World, Chinese Times, and Sing Pao.

The content of these newspapers can be categorized

into six types of news: (a) Hong Kong local news,

(b) Taiwan news, (c) China news, (d) United States

national news, (e).international news, and (f) San

Francisco or New York local Chinese news (5, p. 7).

In addition to Chinese newspapers, Chinese people in

the United States receive hometown news in-letters and

clippings from their families and friends at home.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of the study was to determine how Chinese

students in the United States received news about Hong

Kong.
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Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were (a) to determine

how Chinese students obtain hometown news, (b) to deter-

mine some characteristics and preferences of the readers

of Chinese newspapers in the United States, (c) to

determine why they read Chinese newspapers in the United

States, and (d) to ascertain opinions of readers con-

cerned with Chinese newspapers in the United States.

Questions

To carry out the purposes of this study, the

following questions were posed.

1. Do a majority of the readers of Chinese news-

papers obtain hometown news from friends?

2. Do a majority of the readers of Chinese

newspapers read primarily the Hong Kong local news?

3. Do a majority of the readers of Chinese

newspapers regularly prefer at least one Chinese news

magazine?

4. Do a majority of the readers of Chinese

newspapers prefer the international news in Chinese

newspapers to the international news in United States

newspapers?

5. Do a majority of the readers of Chinese

newspapers think that these newspapers report news events

in greater detail than do United States newspapers?
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6., Do those who have been in the United States less

than two years read Chinese newspapers more frequently

than those who have been in the United States more than

two years?

7. Do those who have been in the United States for

more than five years read United States newspapers more

frequently than Chinese newspapers?

Limitations of the Study

Eight of eleven Chinese newspapers circulated in

San Francisco and New York are United States editions of

Hong Kong dailies. These newspapers are Sing Tao Jih Pao,

Express, Tai Kung Pao, Wah Kyu Jih Pao, Ming Pao, Sun Pao,

Wan Wui Pao and Sing Pao. This study was limited exclu-

sively to Hong Kong audiences who read Chinese news-

papers.

Because of geographical circumstances, respondents

were Chinese students from Hong Kong enrolled at North

Texas State .University, Texas Woman's University, The

University of Texas at Arlington, The University of Texas

at Dallas, Southern Methodist University, and Texas

Christian University. The Hong Kong population comprised

70 students at NTSU, 17 at TWU, 114 at UTA, 8 at UTD, 2

at SMU, and 7 at TCU, for a total of 218.
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Review of Literature

A review of Journalism Abstracts, Journalism

Quarterly, and journals related to mass media did not

disclose any research on audiences of foreign newspapers

circulating in the United States. One piece of related

historical research, "San Francisco's Chinese Newspapers:

a Lingering Institution," was conducted by Paul Slater in

1969 at The University of California at Berkeley. How-

ever, the study did not discuss the readership of these

newspapers.

Methodology

A questionnaire and an interview schedule were used

to gather data from the Chinese students from Hong Kong

studying at six universities in northern Texas.

The questions which gathered personal information

allowed categorization of respondents utilizing various

demographic data.

One group of questions sought to determine the degree

of importance the respondents placed on Chinese news-

papers and to determine whether they thought the news-

papers provided a sense of belonging to their culture

and language.

Other questions sought to discover from the

respondents how frequently the Chinese newspapers were

read, the role of the newspapers in the respondents' life,

and their opinion of some of the newspapers' content.
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Justification

Because of the large population of Chinese indivi-

duals in the United States, Chinese newspaper publishers

have sought this potentially large market. With the

circulation of Chinese newspapers growing, a survey of

the reading habits of the Chinese population could provide

useful information to Hong Kong and United States news-

paper publishers and distributions.. A study of foreign

newspapers and their readership might prove useful to

United States publishers in assessing their own strategy

in meeting the needs of foreign audiences.

Procedure for Collection of Data

The original plan of the study was to send question-

naires to 218 Hong Kong students studying at six univer-

sities in Dallas, Fort Worth, and Denton. However, as a

result of either the departure of some students or the

inaccurate information provided by the international

student offices or Hong Kong student associations at the

universities, thirty-six students were unavailable for

interviews. Therefore, from May 17 to June 6, 1981,

questionnaires were sent to and received from 182 Hong

Kong students, representing 83.5 percent of the original

total of 218.
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Procedure for Analysis of Data

The data collected in the: survey were tabulated by

percentages, and tables were constructed to examine

various demographic factors relating to respondents'

opinions and reading habits.

Organization of the Thesis

The thesis was arranged in three chapters: Chapter

I, introduction; Chapter II, analysis of data; and Chapter

III, summary and conclusion.
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CHAPTER II

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Characteristics of Respondents

The survey was conducted from May 15 to June 14,

1981, with questionnaires delivered personally to 182

students from Hong Kong studying at six universities in

the Dallas-Fort Worth-Denton area: North Texas State

University, Texas Woman's University, The University of

Texas at Arlington, The University of Texas at Dallas,

Southern Methodist University, and Texas Christian

University. In addition to the questionnaire, the

respondents were also interviewed by the researcher con-

cerning their habits of reading newspapers. All of the

Hong Kong students studying in. the area contacted agreed

to be interviewed and provided the information requested

by the researcher.

Of the 182, 106, or 58..2 percent were males, and

seventy-six, or 41.8 percent, were females.

One hundred nine, or 59.9 percent, fell into the

eighteen- to twenty-three-year-old group; fifty-nine, or

32.4 percent, fell into the twenty-four- to twenty-nine-

year-old age group; and one hundred sixteen, or 63.8 per-

cent, were under twenty-three years old (see Table I).

9
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TABLE I

RESPONDENTS' AGE DISTRIBUTION

Age Group Number Percentage

Under 18 7 3.9

18-23 109 59.8

24-29 59 32.4

30-35 7 3.9

Total 182 100

Thirty-seven respondents, or 20.3 percent, reported

that they had been in the United States from three to less

than four years. Thirty-six, or 19.8 percent, reported

they had been in the United States less than one year

(see Table II).

TABLE II.

RESPONDENTS' LENGTH OF RESIDENCE DISTRIBUTION

Length of Residence Number Percentage

Less than 1 year 36 19.8

1 to less than 2 years 28 15.4

2 to less than 3 years 26 14.3

3 to less than 4 years 37 20.3

4 to less than 5 years 28 15.4

5 years or longer 27 14.8

Total 182 100
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Reading Habits of Respondents

Of the 182 respondents, thirty-seven, or 20.3 per-

cent, subscribed to Chinese newspapers. Of that number,

fifteen, or 40.5 percent, subscribed for less than one

year; twelve, or 32.5 percent, subscribed for one to less

than two years; and ten, or 27 percent, subscribed for

two to less than five years (see Table III).

TABLE III

RESPONDENTS' LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION DISTRIBUTION

Length of Subscription Number Percentage

Less than 1 year 15 40.5

1 to less than 2 years 12 32.5

2 to less than 5 years 10 27.0

Total 37 100

Of the 182, 169, or 92.5 percent, reported reading

Chinese newspapers.

A total of 165 respondents, or 90.7 percent, reported

receiving news from friends; 152, or 83.6 percent, ob-

tained news in letters from home; and 135, or 74.2 percent,

obtained news from Chinese newspapers; forty-one, or 22.6

percent, obtained Chinese news from newspapers or clip-

pings sent from home; and six, or 3.3 percent, obtained

Chinese news from the library (see Table IV).
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TABLE IV

RESPONDENTS' SOURCES OF CHINESE NEWS*

Sources Number Percentage

Chinese newspaper 135 74.2

Friends 165 90.7

Letters from home 152 -83.6

Newspaper or clippings
sent from home 41 22.6

Others (library) 6 3.3

*The first three answers in the groups of sources of
news overlap because the respondents were asked to check
as many blanks as were applicable to their personal
situation.

One hundred fifty-five respondents, or 85.2 percent,

reported borrowing Chinese newspapers from friends; thirty-

six, or 19.8 percent, subscribed to Chinese newspapers;

thirty-seven, or 20.3 percent, received Chinese newspapers

directly from home; and six, or 3.3 percent, read Chinese

newspapers in the library (see Table V).

Of the 182, thirteen, or 9.9 percent, did not read

Chinese newspapers circulating in the United States; how-

ever, these thirteen respondents were part of the group

of thirty-six who obtained Chinese newspapers directly

from home, and of the group of forty-one who obtained

Chinese news from newspapers or clippings from home.

Therefore, these thirteen respondents read Chinese news-

papers sent directly from home instead of Chinese

newspapers circulating in the United States.
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TABLE V

RESPONDENTS' SOURCES OF NEWSPAPERS*

Sources Number Percentage

Subscribe 37 20.3

Borrow from friends 155 85.2

Sent directly from hometown 36 19.8

Others (library) 6 3.3

*Categories overlap because the respondents were
asked to check as many blanks as were applicable to their

personal situation.

Forty-five respondents, or 24.7 percent, said they

read Chinese newspapers once a month; forty, or 22 per-

cent, read Chinese newspapers twice a month; thirty-nine,

or 21.4 percent, read Chinese newspapers once a week; and

eighteen, or 9.9 percent, read Chinese newspapers daily

(see Table VI).

TABLE VI

RESPONDENTS' FREQUENCY OF READING CHINESE NEWSPAPERS

Frequency of Reading Number Percentage

Daily 18 9.9
Six times a week 12 6.6
Five times a week 6 3.3
Four times a week 6 3.3
Three times a week 8 4.4
Twice a week 8 4.4
Once a week 39 21.4
Twice a month 40 22.0
Once a month 45 24.7

Total 182 100
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During the interview, respondents said they fre-

quently were given newspapers by friends. They received

two or three papers at a time from friends. They read

them less frequently but spent more time reading news-

papers.

One hundred thirty-five respondents, or 74.2 percent,

said they read the Chinese newspaper Ming Pao; ninety-

seven, or 53.3 percent, read Sing Tao Jih Pao; and

twenty-five, or 13.7 percent, read Wah Kyu Jih Pao (see

Table VII).

TABLE VII

RESPONDENTS' MOST REGULARLY READ CHINESE NEWSPAPERS*

Chinese Newspaper Number Percentage

Sing Tao Jih Pao 97 53.3

Express 5 2.8

Tai Kdng Pao 7 3.9

Wah Kyu Jih Pao 25 13.7

The Young China 00 0.0

Ming Pao 135 74.2

Sun Pao 7 3.9

Wan Wui Pao 1 0.6

World 9 5.0

Chinese Times 1 0.6

Sing Pao 8 4.4

*Total numbers and percentages are not given because
many respondents reported reading more than one newspaper.
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Three newspapers, Chinese Times, World, and The

Young China, all published in the United States, were not

popular with the respondents.. Ming Pao circulates in

Hong Kong; Hong Kong students were familiar with Ming Pao

before they left home, but not with the three newspapers

published in the United States.

One hundred five respondents, or 57.7 percent, read

the news magazine Ming Pao Weekly. However, in the

interviews, three respondents, or 1.7 percent, reported

reading Sister; one, or 0.6 percent, Hong Kong TV; one,

or 0.6 percent, Thirteen Point; one, or 0.6 percent, the

Seventies; and seven, or 3.9 percent, Breakthrough (see

Table VIII).

TABLE VIII

RESPONDENTS' MOST REGULARLY READ CHINESE NEWS MAGAZINES*

Chinese News Magazine Number Percentage

Ming Pao Weekly 105 57.7

The Covered Ups 26 14.3

The Affairs 25 13.7

Sister 3 1.7

Hong Kong TV 1 0.6

Thirteen Point 1 0.6

Seventies 1 0.6

Breakthrough 7 3.9

*Total numbers and percentages are not given because
not all students reported reading Chinese news magazines.
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Forty-six respondents, or 26.4 percent, said they

read United States newspapers once a week; twenty-seven,

or 15.5 percent, once a month; and twenty-five, or 14.4

percent, daily. Eight respondents did.not answer this

question (see Table IX).

TABLE IX

RESPONDENTS' FREQUENCY OF READING
UNITED STATES NEWSPAPERS*

Frequency Number Percentage

Daily 25 14.4

Six times a week 4 2.3

Five times a week 11 6.4

Four times a week 7 4.0

Three times a week 15 8.6

Twice a week 18 10.3

Once a week 46 26.4

Twice a month 21 12.1

Once a month 27 15.5

*Total numbers and percentages are not given because
not all students reported reading United States news-
papers.

Eighty-seven respondents, or 47.8 percent, reported

reading the United States news magazine Time; forty-seven,

or 25.8 percent, Newsweek, and seventeen, or 9.3 percent,

U.S. News & World Report (see Table X).
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TABLE X

RESPONDENTS' MOST REGULARLY READ
UNITED STATES NEWS MAGAZINE*

United States News Magazines Number Percentage

Time 87 47.8

Newsweek 47 25.8

U.S. News & World Report 17 9.3

*Total numbers and percentages are not given because
not all students reported reading United States news
magazines.

In the category of other, six respondents reported

reading Reader's Digest; two, Business Week; one, Life;

and one, Fortune.

Sixty-eight respondents, or 37.4 percent, spent half

an hour to less than one hour per sitting reading Chinese

newspapers, fifty-eight, or 31.9 percent, spent one to

less than two hours; and forty-three, or 23.6 percent,

spent less than half an hour (see Table XI).

TABLE XI

RESPONDENTS' TIME SPENT READING CHINESE NEWSPAPERS

Time Spent Number Percentage

Less than half an hour 43 23.6
Half an hour to less than 1 hour 68 37.4
1 to less than 2 hours 58 31.9
2 to less than 3 hours 12 6.5
3 hours or more 1 0.6

Total 182 100
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One hundred ten respondents, or 63.2 percent, re-

ported spending less than half an hour reading United

States newspapers; and forty-nine, or 28.2 percent,spent

half an hour to less-than one hour (see Table XII).

TABLE XII

RESPONDENTS' TIME SPENT READING
UNITED STATES NEWSPAPERS*

Time Spent Number Percentage

Less than half an hour 110 63.2

Half an hour to less than 1 hour 49 28.2

1 to less than 2 hours 12 6.8

2 to less than 3 hours 2 1.2

3 hours or more 1 0.6

*Total numbers and percentages are not given because
not all students reported reading United States newspapers.

Ninety-four respondents, or 51.6 percent, ranked

Hong Kong local news first in their interest, when they

read Chinese newspapers. Fifty-three, or 29.1 percent,

ranked international news second; thirty-seven, or 20.3

percent, ranked United States national news second; and

twenty-eight, or 15.4 percent, ranked China news second

(see Table XIII).

One hundred forty-seven respondents, or 80.8 per-

cent, said they thought Chinese newspaper provided enough

hometown news; thirty-five, or 19.2 percent, thought

they did not.
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TABLE XIII

RANKING OF NEWS ITEMS IN CHINESE NEWSPAPERS
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS' INTEREST

News Item Rank Number Percentage

International non-United 2 53 29.1
States news

United States National news 2 37 20.3

Your own city news 12 14 7.7

Hong Kong local news 1 94 51.6

Taiwan local news 3 18 9.9

China news 2 28 15.4

New York local Chinese news 7 24 13.2

San Francisco local 12 25 13.7
Chinese news

Editorials 8 25 13.7

Advertising 9 21 11.6

Comics 11 22 12.1

Sports 12 33 18.1

One hundred five, or 57.7 percent, ranked inter-

national (non-United States news) first in their interest

when they read United States newspapers; ninety-one, or

53.3 percent, ranked United States national news second

(see Table XIV).
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TABLE XIV

RANKING OF NEWS ITEMS IN UNITED STATES NEWSPAPERS
ACCORDING TO RESPONDENTS' INTERESTS

News Item Rank Number Percentage

International news 1 105 57.7

National news 2 91 53.3

Your own city news 3 37 20.3

Hong Kong local news 8 32 17.6

Taiwan local news 9 32 17.6

China news 10 19 10.4

New York local Chinese news 11 48 26.4

San Francisco local Chinese
news 12 37 20.3

Editorials 4 24 13.2

Advertising 4 30 16.5

Comics 5 32 17.6

Sports 12 34 18.7

Of those news items covered in both Chinese and

United States newspapers, 107, or 58.8 percent, thought

that United States newspapers reported international news

in more detail than did Chinese newspapers. One hundred

fifty respondents, or 82.4 percent, thought United States

newspapers reported United States national news in more

detail than did Chinese newspapers. Ninety-two respon-

dents, or 50.5 percent, thought United States newspapers

presented editorials in greater detail than Chinese

newspapers. One hundred fifteen respondents, or 63.2
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percent, thought United States newspaper advertising con-

tained more detail than did Chinese newspaper advertising.

One hundred ten respondents, or 60.4 percent, thought

United States newspapers had better comics than did

Chinese newspapers. One hundred thirty-six respondents,

or 74.7 percent, thought United States newspapers

reported sports news in more detail than did Chinese

newspapers.

During the interview, ninety respondents said that

although United States newspapers reported international

news in greater detail than Chinese newspapers, Chinese

newspapers covered in greater quantity such international

news as African news, Southeast Asian general affairs,

and British political news (see Table XV).

Additional Demographic Relationships

During the collection of the information for this

study, additional data were gathered that seemed to lend

themselves to analysis. Among these were whether a

relationship existed between respondents' length of

residence in the United States and their source of news

about Hong Kong, how frequently they sought such news,

and their reading habits with regard to Chinese and United

States newspapers.

Respondents indicated that, the longer they remained

in the United States, the fewer letters they received

I
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TABLE XV

RESPONDENTS' COMPARISON BETWEEN CHINESE NEWSPAPER
AND UNITED STATES NEWSPAPER ACCORDING TO

SUFFICIENCY OF NEWS REPORTING

United States
Chinese Newspapers Newspapers

News Items Number Percentage Number Percentage

International news 75 41.2 107 58.8

National (united
States) news 32 17.6 150 82,4

Your own city news 42 26.4 134 73.6

Hong Kong local
news 181 99.5 1 0.5

Taiwan local news 180 98.9 2 1.1

China news 181 99.5 1 0.5

New York local
Chinese news 168 92.3 14 7.7

San Francisco
local Chinese
news 170 93.4 12 6.6

Editorials 79 49.5 92 50.5

Advertising 66 36.8 115 63.2

Comics 72 39.6 110 60.4

Sports 38 25.3 136 74.7

from home and the fewer newspapers and clippings their

families and friends sent them. During their first five

years in the United States, the proportion of respondents

who received letters from home did' not change substan-

tially (see Table XVI) .
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TABLE XVI

RESPONDENTS' LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
IN RELATION TO SOURCE OF CHINESE NEWS

Length of
Residence Total

d d d d 0
F 2 2 47 4 26

Durngth smefie-ea pod, te reord

reain th smehies newsapr th aouttesm

U) U )toM0toU) 0t

TablsWXVIaXIIIXIXandMX)M

-P- P _4 P 4 H P HP P
rd d r r

o 0 0)00a) 00Q) 0 0) 0
Source t ->4 - >4_PIf-P 4>

Chinese newspaper 24 21 21 24 23 22 135

Friends 26 28 26 27 24 24 165

Letters from home 32 28 26 25 22 21 152

Clippings from home 11 10 7 6 4 3 41

Total 36 28 26 .27 28 27 182

During the same five-year period, they reported

reading the same Chinese newspapers with about the same

frequency, but they reported reading more United States

newspapers and spending more time reading them (see

Tables XVII, XVIII, XIX, and XX).

Of those who read Chinese newspapers twice a month

or less, fifteen respondents, or 8.3 percent, had been in

the United States less than one year, and sixteen, or

9.9 percent, had been in the United States five years or

longer.
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TABLE XVII

RESPONDENTS' LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE
UNITED STATES IN RELATION TO FREQUENCY

OF READING CHINESE NEWSPAPERS

Length of
Residence Total

rd 0'

Redng1ins Cd C Cd Cd 0

4~

Newspapers a

Daily 7, 1 4 3 3
(3.9) (0.6) (2.2) (1.7) (1.7)18

6 times a week41 3 4
(2.2). (0.6)(1.7)(2.2) 12

5 times a week 4 1
(0.6) (2.2) (0.6) 6

4 times a week 1 1 2 2

(0.6) (0.6)(1.1)(1U.1) 6

3 ims wek1 3 4(0.6) ( .7) (2.2) 
8

Twice a week 

( ) 2 O 3

Daily721 14 3 3

(0.6) (0.6) (2.2) (1.7)1.7) 8

Once a week 10 9 12 4 4
(5.6)(4.9)(6.6) (2.2)(.) (2 .2) 39

Twice a month 8 6 2 9 8 7

(4.4) (3.4) (1.1) (4.9_)(4.4) (3.9) 40

Once a month 7 5 9 911
(3.9)(2.8)(4.9) (4.9) (2.2)(6.0) 45

Total 36 28126 37 28 21 182

Of those who spent half an hour to less than one

hour in reading Chinese newspapers, fifteen, or 8.3 per-

cent, had been in the United States less than one year,

and nine, or 4.9 percent, had been in the United States

five years or longer.
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TABLE XVIII

RESPONDENTS' LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE
UNITED STATES IN RELATION TO TIME SPENT

READING CHINESE NEWSPAPERS

Length of
Residence wa Total

ai Cd d Cd o 0

Is tn 2 42 2

.) ( ) ( . ) .)

lesstha 1 hur 8.3 (4.) (6.) (.) (7.) (.)

Time Spentin 13 14 F r2 11 2H 4 5
Md d d (C d C

Reading Chinese) 00W) 00( ) 00) 0) ()
Newspapers _ _0) P>,>

Less than half an 1 3 2 12 12 13
hour (0.6) (1.7)(1.1) (6.8) (6.8) (7.1) 43

Half hourorto 15 9 12 10 13 9
less than 1 hour 3) (4.9) (6.6) (5.6) (7.1) (4.9) 68

ltorlessrthan 13 15 12 11 2 5
2 hours (7.1) (8.3) (6.6) (6.0) (1.1) (2.8) 58

2todlesstthan 6 1 4
3 hours (3.5) (0.6) (2.2) (0.6) 12

3 hours or more 1
(0.6)1

Total 36 28 26 37 28 27 182

Of those who read United States newspapers twice a

week or more, eleven, or 7.7 percent, ha d been in the

United States less than one year, and twenty,, or 11.9 per-

cent, had been in the United-States five years or longer.
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TABLE XIX

RESPONDENTS' LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
IN RELATION TO FREQUENCY OF READING

UNITED STATES NEWSPAPERS

Length of
Residence q Total

rd

dadnUn d d 0

r4il 43 43 7 2

( . ) ( U) ) (4.a) (0

(0.6) ) 0. ) (U.)4

Frequency of C-PCd Cd Cd Cd

(1.) (0.6O ) (O.6 (O. (2.) 1

Reading United 0)Q) 0 Q) 0 a)3 0, a) 0)
States Newspapers 0

Daily 2 1 3 7 12
(1.5) (0.6) (1.7)(4.0) (6.9) 25

6 times a week 1 2
(.5(0.6) (0.6) (1.5) 4

times aweek 2 1 1 2 5
(1.5).(0.6))(0.6) (1.5)(2.9) 11

times aweek 2 12 3
(1.5) (.(. (0.6) (1.7) (0.6) 7

3 times aweek 2 3 2 7 1
(1.5) (1.7) (1.5) (4.0) (0.6) 15

Twice aweek 3 6 2 4 1 2
(1.7) (3.4) (1.5) (3.0) (0.6) (1.5) 18

Once aweek 8 6 5 12 11 4
(8.0) (3.4)1 (2.9) (6.9) (6.3) (3.0) 46

Twice a month 6 5 5 4
(3.4) (2.9) (2.9) (3.0) (0.6) 21

Once a month 7 4 9 5 2
(4.0) (4.0) (5.9) (2.9) (1.5) 27

Total 32 25 26 37 28 26 174
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TABLE XX

RESPONDENTS' LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
IN RELATION TO TIME SPENT READING

UNITED STATES NEWSPAPERS

Length of
Residence

Time Spent in
Reading United
States Newspapers

p I

4-3

ICd
4-)

Uf)
Uf)

(d,0 w)

Cd

)U),
WU)

4-)

a)

4-)

4-)

U)
a)E0

0i)V

4- >
4:ci)L

0 '
0

0

U)

LO)

Less than half an 23 14 22 25 19 7
hour (13.2)(8.0) (12.6:(14.4)(10.9)(6.0) 110

Half an hour to 7 9 3 5 9 16
less than 1 hour (4.0) (5.2) (1.7: (2.9) (5.2) (9.2) 49

1 to less than 2 1 1 6 2
2 hours (1.5) (0.6) (0.6 (3.4) (1.5) 12

2 to less than.1 1
3 hours (0.6) (0.6) 2

3 hours or more
(0.6) 1

32 25 26 37 28 26 174

Of those who spent half an hour to less than one hour,

in reading United States newspapers, seven, or 4.0 percent,
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had been in the United States less than one year, and

sixteen, or 9.2 percent, had been in the United States

five years or longer.

These data seemed to indicate .a slow acclimatization

of respondents to United States culture, society, and

activities and a lessening of the bonds to home, a

lessening aided in part by family and friends whose own

bonds to the respondents diminished over the same period

of time, as evidenced by a decrease in letters.

Other data collected indicated that respondents

continued to read Ming Pao Weekly throughout their stay

in the United States, probably because it circulates

widely in Hong Kong and provides news of home and a

sense of familiarity in an alien land. At the same time,

however, respondents reported an increasing interest in

such United States news magazines as Time, Newsweek, and

U.S. News & World Report. These data could be explained

by the fact that respondents reported that Chinese

magazines tended to carry more detailed news. about Hong

Kong's and China's roles in the international community

than did United States magazines.

The greatest readership of both Chinese and United

States magazines was found among the 18-to-23-year age

group. This could be explained in part by the fact that

this is the age range of most college students, the

population of the present study (see Tables XXI and XXII).
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TABLE XXI

RESPONDENTS' READING HABITS OF CHINESE
MAGAZINES IN RELATION TO AGE

Age Under 18- 24- 30- Over Total
18 23 29 35 35

Chinese
News Magazine

Ming Pao Weekly 4 65 31 5 105

The Affair Weekly 2 15 7 1 25

The Cover-Up 1 15 9 1 26

Total 7 95 47 7 156

Sixty-five respondents, in the eighteen-to twenty-

three age group read Ming Pao Weekly.

TABLE XXII

RESPONDENTS' READING HABITS OF UNITED STATES
MAGAZINES IN RELATION TO AGE

Age Under 18- 24- 30- Over Total
18 23 29 35 35

United
States News
Magazine

Time 3 57 23 4 87

Newsweek 4 20 14 6 44

U.S. News &
World Report 1 7 7 2 17

Total 8 84 44 12 1-48

Fifty-seven respondents in the eighteen-to twenty-

three age group read Time.
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Only a slight difference by sex appeared to exist in

relation to subscribing to Chinese newspapers, 21.7

percent of the male and 18.4 percent of the female respon-

dents subscribed to Chinese newspapers. This was ex-

plained in part by the high cost of postage for newspaper

subscriptions from the Far East. Consequently,

respondents reported, a few of them subscribed and the

newspapers were passed around from reader to reader until

the paper actually was soiled from skin oils of the

readers.

As might be expected, respondents indicated that

they read Chinese newspapers primarily for news about Hong

Kong local activities and about China, internally and

internationally, whereas they read United States news-

papers primarily for news about the international

situation and about the United States nationally and

locally.

Slight differences by sex existed in preference for

type of news; males tended to prefer news about the

United States nationally and news about Taiwan; and

females tended to prefer news about United States local

activities. This difference may have roots in the

traditional role of women i.e., women traditionally

tended toward domestic duties; and men, to duties outside

the home (see Tables XXIII and XXIV).
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TABLE XXIII

RESPONDENTS' RANKING THEIR INTEREST OF NEWS ITEMS IN
CHINESE NEWSPAPERS IN RELATION TO SEX*

News Items Majority of Sex
Ranking Male % Female %

International news 2 30 23
(28.3) (30.3) 53,

National United 2 22 15
States news (20.8) (19.7) 37

Your own citns 12 8 6
yl,, (7.5) "(7.9) 14

Hong Kong local 1 55 39
news (51.9) (51.3) 94

Taiwan news 3 11 7
(10.4) (9.2) 18

China news 2 16 12
(15.1) (15.8) 28

New York local 7 14 10
Chinese news (13.2) (13.2) 24

San Francisco local 12 15 10
Chinese news (14.2) (13.2) 25

Editorials 8 14 11
(13.2) (14.5) 25

Advertising 9 13 8
(12.3) (7.5) 21

Comics 11 12 10
(11.3) (13.2) 22

Sports 12 24 9
(22.6) (11.8) 33

*Total male respondents--106;
dents--76.

total f emale respon-
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Twenty-two males, or 20.8 percent, ranked United

States national news number two; eleven, or 10.4 percent,

ranked Taiwan news number .three.

TABLE XXIV

RESPONDENTS' RANKING THEIR INTEREST OF NEWS ITEMS IN
UNITED STATES NEWSPAPERS IN RELATION TO SEX*

Majority of Sex
News Items Ranking Male % Female % Total

International news 61 4i
(57.5) (57.9) 105

National United 2 57 34
States news (53.8) (44.7) 91

3 21 16
YcWr own city news . (19.8) (21.6) 37

Hong Kong local 8 9 13
news (17.8) (17.1) 32

Taiwan news 9 23 9
(21.9) (11.8) 32

China news 10 13 6
(12.3) (7.9) 19

New York local news 11 30 18
(28.3) (23.7) 48

San Francisco local 12 21 15
news (19.8) (19.7) 37

Editorial 4 16 8
(15.0) (10.5) 24

Advertising 4 18 12
(17.0) (15.8) 30

Comics 5 20 12
(18.9) (15.8) 32

Sports 12 27 7
(25.5) (9.2) 34

female respon-*Total male respondents--106; total
dents--76.
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Fifty-seven males, or 53.8 percent, ranked United

States news number two; sixteen females, or 21.6 percent,

ranked United States city local news number three.



CHAPTER III

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION'

Summary

The survey was conducted from May .15 to June 14,

1981. A questionnaire was devised and distributed to 218

Hong Kong students studying at six universities in Dallas-

Fort Worth-Denton area: North Texas State University,

Texas Woman's University, The University of Texas at

Arlington, The University of Texas at Dallas, Southern

Methodist University and Texas Christian University.

Thirty-six students were unavailable; 182 questionnaires

were returned.

The survey was conducted to elicit information about

how Hong Kong students obtained their hometown news; the

main reason for their reading Chinese newspapers; and

their reading habits for both Chinese and United States

newspapers.

Conclusion

Analysis of the data revealed that 106 respondents,

or 58.2 percent, were males and seventy-six, or 41.8

percent, were females. One hundred nine, or 59.9 percent,

were in the eighteen-to twenty-three-year age group.

34
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One hundred forty-five respondents, or 79.7 percent,

did not subscribe to Chinese newspapers, but nearly all

respondents read Chinese newspapers circulating in the

United States; one hundred fifty-five, or 85.2 percent,

borrowed Chinese newspapers from friends, and 165, or

90.7 percent, obtained Chinese news from friends.

Ninety-nine respondents, or 54.4 percent, read a

Chinese newspaper at least once a week, and 135, or

74.2 percent, read Ming Pao regularly.

One hundred forty-seven, or 80.8 percent, thought

that Chinese newspapers provided enough hometown news.

Data indicated that respondents' length of resi-

dence in the United States did not affect their sources

of Chinese news.

Chinese students read neither Chinese nor United

States newspapers frequently. One hundred twenty-four

respondents, or 68.1 percent, read Chinese newspapers

once a week or less; ninety-four, or 54.0 percent, read

United States newspapers once a week or less.

However, Chinese students spent more time reading

Chinese newspapers than they did United States news-

papers. One hundred twenty-six, or 69.3 percent, spent

half an hour to less than two hours in reading Chinese

newspapers; and 110, or 63.2 percent, spent less than

half an hour in reading United States newspapers.
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Data indicated slight differences in the preference

of newspapers and reading habits of males and females.

To carry out the purpose of this study, seven

questions were formulated.

The first question, Do a majority of the readers of

Chinese newspapers obtain their hometown news from

friends? was answered in the affirmative. One hundred

sixty-five, or 90.7 percent, obtained hometown news from

friends; 152, or 83.6 percent, obtained hometown news in

letters sent from home; and 135, or 74.2 percent, obtained

hometown news from Chinese newspapers. The range of the

percentages for these three sources was small because the

respondents were allowed to pick as many answers to the

question as they wished. The data indicated that most of

the Hong Kong students desired to maintain close ties with

their hometowns. Therefore, they obtained as much news

as possible through newspapers, friends, and letters.

During the interview, about 140 respondents said

that they would like to return to Hong Kong after their

studies were completed. This explains their desire to

keep up with hometown news. Eighty-seven respondents

said they borrowed a newspaper or newspapers in chapel and

bible study groups and in the classroom. One hundred

fifty respondents indicated that they borrowed from

roommates, and 145 borrowed from neighbors. One sub-

scriber stated that he exchanged newspapers with other
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subscribers. Another subscriber said that he often lent

his newspapers to others, but that they were rarely

returned.

One hundred forty-one respondents said that their

letters from home contained much hometown news, including,

in some cases, news which they could not receive from

Chinese or United States newspapers. Some examples of

news not found in newspapers is business gossip, analyses

of news by parents or friends, and society gossip. Forty-

six respondents received entertainment news from Hong

Kong, such as news about film and television stars and

programs. Forty-one received clippings of Hong Kong

local news, editorials, society news, and business news.

The second question, Do a majority of the readers of

Chinese newspapers read primarily the Hong Kong local

news? was answered in the affirmative; ninety-four re-

spondents indicated that Hong Kong local news.was the

most interesting item in Chinese newspapers. During the

interviews many respondents stated that it was impossible

to find Hong Kong local news in United States newspapers.

Therefore, in order to keep informed of Hong Kong local

news, they read Chinese newspapers. After ranking Hong

Kong local news as the most interesting news item most

respondents ranked international news, United States

national news, and China news number two. Twenty-eight

ranked China news number two, and eighteen ranked Taiwan
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news number three. Thus, the data obviously indicated

that Hong Kong students preferred to keep up with Hong

Kong local news only, instead of other news from China

and Taiwan. It may be noted, however, that during the

interviews, thirty-three respondents indicated that they

used Chinese newspapers as an aid to understanding in-

ternational news and United States national news.

The third question, Do a majority of the readers of

Chinese newspapers regularly prefer at least one Chinese

news magazine? was answered in the affirmative. Of the

135 respondents, or 74.2 percent, who regularly read

Ming Pao, 105, or 57.7 percent, read Ming Pao Weekly.

During the interviews, eighty-four respondents said that

they read Ming Pao Weekly because it reports society news,

such as social gatherings and club activities, in greater

detail than Chinese newspapers.

The fourth question, Do a majority of the readers of

Chinese newspapers prefer the international news in

Chinese newspapers to the international news in United

States newspapers? was answered in the negative; 105

ranked international news in United States newspapers as

their number one interest; fifty-three ranked interna-

tional news in Chinese newspapers as their second

interest.

The fifth question, Do a majority of the readers of

Chinese newspapers think that the Chinese newspapers
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report news events in greater detail than United States

newspapers? was answered in the negative. Of those news

items covered in both newspapers, 107 respondents, or

58.8 percent, thought United States newspapers reported

international news with more detail than Chinese news-

papers. One hundred fifty, or 82.4 percent, thought

United States newspapers reported United States national

news with more detail than Chinese newspapers. Ninety-

two, or 50.5 percent, thought United States newspapers

presented a more detailed editorial page than Chinese

newspapers. One hundred fifteen, or 63.2 percent, thought

United States newspapers reported advertising news in more

detail than Chinese newspapers. One hundred ten, or 60.4

percent, thought United States newspapers had better

comics than Chinese newspapers. One hundred thirty-six,

or 74.7 percent, thought United States newspapers re-

ported sports in greater detail than Chinese newspapers.

Overall, the respondents said United States newspapers

reported news events in greater detail than Chinese

newspapers.

The sixth question, Do those who have been in the

United States less than two years read Chinese newspapers

more frequently than those who have been in the United

States more than two years? was answered in the negative.

Of the sixty-four respondents, seventeen, or 9.3 percent,
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read Chinese newspapers more than three times a week;

forty, or 22 percent, read Chinese newspapers less than

twice a month.

Of the forty respondents who read Chinese newspapers

less than twice a month, sixteen, or 40 percent, spent one

to less than two hours reading them; ten, or 25 percent,

spent half an hour to one hour reading Chinese newspapers;

and eight, or 20 percent, spent two to less than three

hours reading Chinese newspapers. During the interviews,

115 respondents indicated that they were accustomed to

borrowing newspapers from friends, and that when they did

borrow newspapers, they usually took a whole week's

issues. Therefore, they spent more time reading Chinese

newspapers but read them less frequently.

During the interview, sixty-six respondents indi-

cated that they spent more weekend hours reading news-

papers because sometimes newspapers for several days

were mailed in a bundle in order to save postage. More-

over, because the respondents did not see their friends

every day, several newspapers might be borrowed at one

time. Thus, some respondents read several newspapers in

one sitting.

The seventh question, Do those who have been in the

United.States for more than five years read United States

newspapers more frequently than Chinese newspapers? was
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answered in the negative. Of the twenty-seven, twelve, or

44.4 percent, read United States newspapers daily; and

three, or 11.1 percent, read Chinese newspapers daily.

Data indicated that Chinese students read United

States newspapers more often than Chinese newspapers.

Twenty-five respondents, or 14.4 percent, indicated they

read United States newspapers daily, and eighteen, or 9.9

percent, said they read Chinese newspapers daily. However,

more respondents spent less time reading United States

newspapers than Chinese newspapers. One hundred ten, or

63.2 percent, spent less than half an hour reading Chinese

newspapers; twelve, or 6.8 percent, spent one to less

than two hours reading United States newspapers; 58, or

31.9 percent, spent one to less than two hours reading

Chinese newspapers; and two, or 1.2 percent, spent two to

three hours reading Chinese newspapers. During the inter-

views, 145 of the respondents indicated that they could

obtain United States newspapers more easily than Chinese

newspapers and that they spent less time reading United

States newspapers.

Sports news in both United States and Chinese news-

papers was ranked number twelve according to the interests

of respondents, indicating that 134 respondents were not

interested in sports news.

Of the thirty-seven subscribing to Chinese news-

papers, ten, or 27 percent, were-in the United States for
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five years or longer; three, or 8.1 percent, from four to

less than five years; ten, or 27 percent, from three to

less than four years; six, or 16.2 percent, from two to

less than three years; five, or 13.6 percent, from one to

less than two years; and three, or 8.1 percent, for less

than one year.

Of the thirty-seven subscribers, ten read Chinese

newspapers daily. During the personal interviews, fifteen

respondents indicated that they spent more weekend hours

reading newspapers because sometimes several days of news-

papers were mailed in a bundle to save postage, and

sometimes they were busy with their homework so that they

could not read Chinese newspapers daily. Twenty-one

respondents indicated that, as long as they were able to.

keep up with the news from home, reading newspapers

frequently was not important. Twenty-two respondents did

not read a paper daily, but they managed to read several

daily newspapers in one sitting. Thus, although a paper

was not read daily, when time was taken to read them, a

long time was spent reading newspapers. Therefore,

subscription had no bearing on frequency of newspaper

reading. Eighteen respondents read newspapers every day,

whether they subscribed to a newspaper or not.

Because Hong Kong students do not want to lose their

ties to Hong Kong, they try to keep as well informed as

possible concerning hometown news. They often receive
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news in letters from home in the form of newspaper clip-

pings. Because the Chinese want to keep informed and

associate with people from their own culture, they tend

to exchange information when they meet. Social gath-

erings provide an opportunity to exchange news from home,

clippings, newspapers, and gossip. This method of

gathering news in order to keep close ties to their

own kind probably is not continued to Chinese students

only but to other foreign students as well.

The infrequency with which most of the respondents

read newspapers is attributed to the fact that Chinese

students do not always meet every day and thus are not

able to borrow newspapers daily. Therefore, they borrow

many newspapers at one time and thus must spend a longer

time reading them. Even those who subscribe to a news-

paper may not receive a newspaper daily as the publisher

often sends several newspapers together to save postage.

Subscription has no bearing on the frequency of reading.

Some people read a paper every day whether they subscribe

to one or not because they borrow newspapers from friends.

Chinese students depend on Hong Kong newspapers to

provide detailed and broad coverage of international news.

They believe that United States newspapers provide de-

tailed international news stories, but do not cover as

wide a range of international news as do Chinese

.I
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newspapers. Some respondents want news of the third

world, news of Britain, or other international news not

covered by United States newspapers.

Recommendation for Further Study

Because the number of Asian individuals in the

United States is so great and includes so many nationali-

ties, such as Chinese from mainland China, Taiwan,

Indonesia, Vietnam, the Philippines, and Thailand, it is

recommended that a large study concerning the newspaper

reading habits of the Chinese and other Asian ethnic

groups be conducted.



APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. What is your age?

Under 18

18-23

24-29

30-35

Over 35

2. What is your sex?

M F

3. What is your classification?

Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Master's candidate

Doctoral candidate

4. How long have you been in the United States?

Less than one year

One to less than two years

Two to less than three years

Three to less than four years

Four to less than five years

Five years of longer

45
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5. What are the main sources from which you obtain
Chinese information? Please check as many as
applicable.

Chinese newspaper

Friends

Letters from home

Newspaper or clippings sent from home

Others (what?)

6. If you obtain the Chinese information from Chinese
newspapers, how do you get the newspapers?

Subscribe

Borrow from friends

Sent directly from my hometown

Others (what?)

7. Do you read Chinese newspapers circulating in the
United States?

Yes No

8. Do you subscribe to Chinese newspapers?

Yes No

9. How many years have you been subscribing to the
Chinese newspapers?

Less than one year

One to less than two years

Two to less than five years

Five to less than ten years

Ten years or longer



10. How often do you read Chinese newspapers?

Daily Twice a week

Six times a week _ Once a week

Five times a week Twice a month

Four times a week .Once a month

Three times a week

11. What Chinese newspaper(s) do you read regularly

Sing Tao Jih Pao Ming Pao

Express ._ Sun Pao

Tai Kung Pao Wan Wui Pao

Wah Kyu Jih Pao World

The Young China Chinese Times

Sing Pao Others (state

12. What other Chinese news publications do you rea
regularly?

Ming Pao Weekly The Affaire WE

The Covered-ups Others (state_

13. How often do you read United States newspapers?

Daily Twice a week

Six times a week Once a week

.Five times a week Twice a month

Four times a week Once a month

Three times a week

Y?

names)

ad

-ekly

~name)

447
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14. What other United States news publications do you
read regularly?

Time

U.S. News & World Report

Others (state name)

Newsweek

15. How much time do you spend reading Chinese
newspapers?

Less than half an hour

Half an hour to less than one hour

One to less than two hours

Two to less than three hours

Three hours or more

16. How much time do you spend reading United States
newspapers?

Less than half an hour

Half an hour to less than one hour

One to less than two hours

'Two to less than three hours

Three hours or more

17. What kind of information do you find the most
interesting in United States newspapers? Please
rank the items shown below:

International (non-United States) news

United States national news

Your own city news

Hong Kong local news

Taiwan local news

(Question #17 continued on next page)
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(Question #17 continued)

17. What kind of information do you find the most
interesting in United States newspapers? Please
rank the items shown below:

China news

New York local Chinese news

San Francisco local Chinese news

Editorials

Advertising

Comics

Sports

Others (what kind?)

18. What kind of information do you find the most
interesting in. Chinese newspapers? Please
rank the items shown below:

International (non-United States) news

United States national news

Your own city news

Hong Kong local news

Taiwan local news

China news

New York local Chinese news

San Francisco local Chinese news

Editorials

Advertising

Comics

Sports

Others (what kind?)
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19. Which newspaper do you think reports news events
in greater detail? Chinese or United States
newspaper?

Chinese newspapers United States newspapers

International (non-
United States) news

United States
national news

Your own city news

Hong Kong local news

Taiwan local news

China news

New York local
Chinese news

San Francisco local
Chinese news

Editorials

Advertising

Comics

Sports

Others (what kind?)

20. Do you think the Chinese newspaper provides enough
hometown information for you?

Yes No



APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

1. How do you borrow newspapers?

2. How do you get information from home?

3. What kind of news do you receive from clippings sent
from home?

4. Which newspaper do you receive from home?

5. Do you often exchange Chinese news with your friends?

6. How frequently do you read the newspaper? Daily?
Weekly? Monthly? Other?

7.* Do you read the newspaper daily?

8. What do you think of international news in Chinese and
United States newspapers?

9. Why do you like to read Chinese news magazines?

*Those who subscribed to a Chinese newspaper were asked the
question.

5.1
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